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Resumption of Mail Service to
Europe 1944-1948

O
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n 4 November 1944 a postal patron
took advantage of a day-old Post Office
Department (P.O.D.) resumption of service
directive by successfully posting a one-ounce surface
letter to Paris. However, a similar communication
mailed the same day to a correspondent in Bar-leDuc, capital of the department of Meuse, in northeast
France, would have been returned to the writer.
Registered mail to liberated parts of Italy started up
again on 12 December 1944, but to Belgium, not
until 25 February 1945. And on 1 April 1946, when
the Postmaster General (PMG) instructed local
postmasters to accept non-illustrated post cards
for dispatch to Germany, existing postal service
to Poland, including registry, special delivery, and
airmail, had been in effect for nearly eight months.
The aftermath of Europe’s liberation produced
complex and confusing times for P.O.D. workers
and postal patrons alike.
The restart of mail service from the U.S. to
Europe began on 16 February 1944 with nonillustrated post card service to Sardinia, Sicily, and
liberated regions of Italy’s south. Full resumption
to the whole of Europe occurred on 23 August 1948
when the PMG authorized special delivery service
to correspondents in the American and British
zones of occupied Germany. During this 54-month
span, longer than the U.S.’s combat role in the war
itself, the PMG published directives in The Postal
Bulletin (PB) every few days authorizing mail to
some new part of recently liberated Europe.
P.O.D. employees kept track of an increasing
and confusing array of directives by posting

updates on bulletin boards, while postal patrons,
anxious to reconnect with families and friends after
nearly five years of no contact, often saw their mail
returned due to misinformed postal clerks or poorly
communicated public announcements in local
newspapers and on the radio.
SUSPENSION OF MAIL SERVICE
Sporadic suspension of mail service to Europe
began soon after Germany’s invasion of Poland in
September 1939. During the 105-day, so-called
“Winter War” that started on 30 November 1939
between the Soviet Union and Finland, British
censors in England returned mail destined for
Finland from late February through mid-March
1940. Service then resumed and continued until
the U.S. entered the war in December 1941 and
suspended postal relations until the end of the war.
De facto suspension of mail to Germanoccupied France began at the end of June 1940,
but Germany did not formalize it until 5 September
1941. Later, upon declarations of war in December
1941, postal relations between the U.S. and
Germany, Italy, Japan and their allies came to an
abrupt halt as did relations with countries and
territories controlled or occupied by the Axis (PB
18343). In fact, mail transmission from the U.S. to
the majority of countries in Europe ceased, leaving
service available with only its allies -- Great
Britain, the Soviet Union, Malta, and Gibraltar;
and six neutral countries, Portugal, Spain, Republic
of Ireland, Sweden, Turkey and Switzerland. Two
examples of early-suspended mail to Europe may
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Figure 13.1

Surface letter to Helsinki,
Finland during the “Winter
War” between Finland and
USSR, in which mail service
from the U.S. had temporarily
been suspended.

Figure 13.2

Transatlantic airmail to
Occupied France. Flown
from Lisbon to Frankfurt,
censored, forwarded to
Marseille. Returned following
formal suspension of postal
relations by Germany
on September 5, 1941.
Received at New York on 30
September 1941.

be seen in Figures 13.1 and 13.2.
To break off postal relations with a country
required a simple exchange of messages conveyed
through diplomatic channels. Thus, during the
first week of September 1941, after more than 14
months of informal suspension of service where
mail piled up in Marseille, the German Foreign
Ministry informed the State Department that from
5 September 1941 postal relations to and from
occupied France were formally suspended. A
PMG directive to that effect appeared in The Postal
Bulletin (PB 18278) on 9 September.
In contrast, resumption of mail service to
Europe at the end of the war became a complex
process lasting from weeks to months for individual
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countries. This process involved participation by
several agencies within the U.S. government as
well as diplomatic exchanges with governments of
the affected nations.
By the end of the war, many European
countries laid ravaged.
Puppet governments
collapsed quickly as retreating German forces
abandoned territories they had occupied for more
than five years. Legitimate governments had not
yet returned from exile to functionally fill the
void. Many post office buildings were beyond
repair. Postal employees were scattered or dead.
Infrastructure, including roads, bridges, rail lines,
and harbors remained in shambles in the wake of
Allied bombing or scorched earth destruction by
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retreating troops. And much of the population
itself had fled, moved, or simply disappeared, with
many domiciles reduced to rubble. Resumption
of international mail service became a secondary
priority.
THE PROCESS OF RESUMING
SERVICE BEGINS
The War Department left to the commander of the
Supreme Headquarters of the Allied Expeditionary
Force decisions to authorize incoming international
mail when conditions warranted it. General Dwight
D. Eisenhower also held control over the classes of
mail to be allowed in. But several U.S. agencies
had a stake in this decision making process. The
Treasury Department controlled funds and foreign
exchange, both securities and business information.
P.O.D. had to procure ships to carry countless
sacks of mail across the Atlantic. And the Office
of Censorship was charged with censoring all
outbound mail and assessing the effectiveness of
censorship in the receiving countries. Following
Eisenhower’s cablegrams to the War Department
approving the restart of mail service to a particular
country, the Civil Affairs Division of the War
Department then became responsible for consulting
with these agencies to make it happen.
This essay illustrates the outcomes of this
process. Because more than 20 European nations
were affected by the multitude of authorizations
issued by General Eisenhower, it is beyond its
scope to discuss each country’s involvement in
detail. Instead, focus will center on postal relations
with France, one of three nations (Italy, France, the
Netherlands) with whom partial services resumed
while fighting continued within their borders.
(See Appendix 13.2.) This produced complexities
contributing to delays in full resumption of mail
services. In the case of France, the PMG issued
17 directives in The Postal Bulletin between
4 September 1944 and 17 August 1945 before
ending the last restriction. Other countries later
required fewer, such as Denmark with four and
Czechoslovakia, two.
MAIL SERVICE TO FRANCE RESUMES
Allied forces advancing from the south had just
reached Rome when the invasion of continental
Europe from the north began at Normandy on 6

June 1944. After 24 days of intense fighting, on 29
June the Allies captured Cherbourg with its deepwater port. German forces had fortified this city
on the northwest coast of France and protected it
against a seaborne assault. Being the first large
city in northern Europe to be liberated, its harbor

Figure 13.3

New York Times, 5 September 1944 publicizing the
PMG’s order to accept non-illustrated post card mail
for areas in France’s Normandy region. This and
other public announcements led to confusion on
where exactly mail could or could not be sent.

would later serve as a port of entry for ships from
the U.S., some of them carrying mail. However,
like so much of Europe, Cherbourg, especially its
harbor area, suffered heavy damage in the conflict.
Although the wrecked port did not become fully
functional again until October, by the end of July
it had been sufficiently cleared of mines, sunken
ships, and other obstructions to allow a limited
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number of ships to enter.
The first mail to arrive from the U.S. for
civilians in France fell under the PMG’s first
directive, published in The Postal Bulletin on 4
September 1944 (PB 18751) and effective the next
day. Mail began dribbling in to Normandy residents
after more than a month of delays caused by U.S.
and French censorship.
For the benefit of postal patrons, details of the
PMG’s original order appeared in the New York
Times on 5 September 1944 under the heading,
“Postal Cards Now Going To France Once Again.”
The article spelled out the cantons and departments
in France where correspondence could be sent, and
it specified restrictions on the type of mail allowed.
This Associated Press article is reproduced in
Figure 13.3.
Immediate confusion arose over where post
cards could be directed, in part because many
correspondents failed to understand the geographic
names associated with the cantons and departments
spelled out in the article. Figure 13.4 provides an
example of this confusion. This postal card, uprated to pay the prewar 3-cent international post
card rate, was postmarked 9 September 1944, four
days after the original PMG order took effect. It
was addressed to Seine Port, a commune south of
Paris, located well outside the prescribed Normandy
region. Postal censors at New York thus returned the
card. The writer subsequently readdressed it, this
time to Paris, and scratched out the RETURNED TO
SENDER marking. A New York postmark on the

back shows a date of 22 September 1944. P.O.D.
accepted the card this time because the PMG had
just authorized post cards (both government issued
postal cards and privately produced post cards) to
Paris effective 23 September (PB 18757).
Figure 13.5 shows this potential for confusion
in relation to geography. On the left, text from PB
18751 details geographic locations, while on the
right, a map of France lays out these same areas
graphically. Most viewers of this display will
recognize the geography marked in red as part of
the Normandy region.
In October, two extensions of restricted mail
service to France appeared in The Postal Bulletin
on 10 October 1944 (PB 18761) and 27 October
1944 (PB 18766). By month’s end, non-illustrated
post card mail generated in the U.S. and passing
through Cherbourg could be sent to residents in all
but eight of the country’s 96 departments. Figure
13.6 illustrates a postal card sent on 26 October
1944 to St. Etienne (Loire), located in the south
of France. The blue marking, applied by a French
postal worker, indicates the Loire department.
The message, in English, makes reference to
how long direct communication between civilian
correspondents had been severed:
“I have before me your letter dated 28
August 1940 addressed to Toulouse and
which I have not been able to follow up on
as a result of circumstances.”

Figure 13.4

Up-rated postal card to the
Paris area before postal
service was available.
Returned to sender and reposted, as post card service
to Paris resumed on 23
September .
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Figure 13.5

Text from the first PMG directive (PB 18751) allowing mail to
France. The map corresponds to the geographic locations,
making it easy to identify the Normandy region.

LETTER MAIL TO FRANCE BEGINS
Effective 3 November 1944 P.O.D. ended its
post card restriction on personal correspondence
to liberated areas of France by accepting for
delivery surface letters weighing up to one ounce
(PB 18769). The same order acknowledged
the Treasury Department’s decision to relax the
blackout of financial correspondence by permitting
“support remittances” up to $500 monthly sent
through banking channels. The prohibition of
money orders and other transfers of currency
continued, and business communications were
limited to the exchange of information. Finally,
Office of Censorship censors continued to subject
all correspondence to France to examination.
Figure 13.7 shows a cover addressed to Paris
postmarked one day after the new letter mail order
went into effect. Markings indicate both U.S. (New
York - 7695) and French (Paris - PA.1) censorship.
The addressee appears to have been associated with
Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer Français
(SNCF), the national railway of France that helped
carry the mail.
Figure 13.8 shows a second example of a
surface letter. Postmarked 5 December 1944 and
addressed to an area formerly controlled by the
Vichy government, the letter passed censorship at
Cherbourg (C.H) confirming the city as an arrival
port for transatlantic mail from New York.
Effective 1 December 1944 (PB 18775), P.O.D.
lifted the one-ounce restriction on mail to liberated

areas of France with its acceptance of letters and
packages for delivery weighing up to four pounds
six ounces. The order also provided for resumption
of registry and special delivery service. Figure 13.9
shows a special delivery cover to Paris postmarked
on the first day of this renewed service. The
sender might willingly have paid for dispatch by
transatlantic airmail, but this service was still more
than six months away.
At the end of 1944 the eight departments at
France’s eastern border with Germany were still
without mail service from the U.S. This changed
in March 1945, first with non-illustrated post card
service to Doubs, Meurthe-et-Moselle, Meuse,
Haute-Saone, and Vosges (PB 18804), then letter
mail and registry and special delivery service to
all of the eight departments, including Bas-Rhin,
Haut-Rhin, and Moselle (PB 18810). Effective
May 10, 1945, (PB 18822) residents throughout all
of France began to receive the same classes of mail
from the U.S.
Figure 13.10 shows a surface letter from
Lexington, Kentucky addressed to Villé (Bas-Rhin)
and postmarked 29 April 1945. P.O.D. returned it to
the writer because on this date the order prohibiting
letter mail to the department remained in effect.
This correspondence never went beyond New York.
AIRMAIL SERVICE RESUMES
The ban on just one major category of mail
remained – airmail service. On 21 June 1945, more
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Figure 13.6

An up-rated, non-illustrated
postal card to Loire
department allowed by
authority of a PMG directive
on 10 October 1944.
Censored at New York. Most
mail was also censored in
France, but may not always
bear markings.

Figure 13.7

Early surface letter first
authorized on 3 November
1944. Censored at New
York and Paris, likely causing
significant delay in delivery to
the addressee.

Figure 13.8

A surface letter to the former
Vichy France, documenting
censorship at Cherbourg
(C.H), a port of entry for mail
arriving from New York.
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Figure 13.9

Special delivery (Exprès)
service to Paris posted the
first day this service resumed.
Opened by censors at New
York. Airmail service, which
might have reduced transit
time, was still six months off.

Figure 13.10

Letter mail to Ville, (BasRhin), postmarked 29 April
1945. Returned to the writer
because the prohibition of
letter mail to the department
was still in effect.

than a month after the unconditional surrender of
the German High Command that brought an end
to the war in Europe, a PMG order (PB 18834)
provided for letters to be dispatched by air to the
whole of Belgium, Denmark, France, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Norway, and Switzerland. Initially,
letters could not exceed two ounces in weight
(one ounce to the Netherlands.) The cover in
Figure 13.11 shows early airmail correspondence
to France, postmarked 27 June 1945. The 10 July
1945 docketing in the upper left corner confirms at
least part of the journey occurred by air. Although
censorship of mail to and from Europe continued
until Japan’s surrender in August, the Office
of Censorship was nevertheless winding down
operations, which may explain an absence of

censorship on this cover.
Finally, on 17 August 1945, the PMG lifted
the last restriction on business mail. This wide
ranging order (PB 18850) also applied to Belgium,
Bulgaria, Denmark, Dodecanese Islands, Greece,
Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, and
Rumania.
By this date Japan had agreed to a surrender
that would bring an end to World War II. But the
restart of mail service to much of Eastern Europe
and Germany had not yet begun. Two PMG
directives (PB 18853, 18872), published on 27
August and 29 October 1945, restored full service to
Czechoslovakia. Non-illustrated post card service
to Austria, under Allied occupation, followed on 2
January 1946 (PB 18887).
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Figure 13.11

Airmail correspondence
to France one week
after the restart of airmail
service. Received on
10 July 1945 two weeks
after posting, documenting that at the letter was
carried at least part way
by air.

Postal service to Germany, a defeated nation,
remained suspended until after 1 April 1946 when
the PMG finally lifted the ban on non-illustrated
post cards and surface letters weighing up to one
ounce (PB 18913). Airmail service followed on
28 August 1946 (PB 18954). Finally, registry and
special delivery service resumed almost two years
later, on 25 March 1948 (PB 19115) and 23 August
1948 (PB 19161), respectively. Only after P.O.D.
ended the prohibition of special delivery service
to the American and British Zones on 23 August
did the department’s four-and-a-half year effort to
normalize postal relations with Europe become a
full reality.
RESUMPTION OF SERVICE TO
THE REST OF EUROPE
As Allied forces continued to push back the German
armies, citizens of other newly liberated countries
slowly began to receive mail from the U.S. Like
France, the first personal news from America came
via non-illustrated post cards written in English or
the country’s official language. Correspondence to
Belgium and Greece began on 23 November 1944;
to the Netherlands on 15 January 1945; to Poland and
the Baltic countries on 16 February 1945. Mail to
Denmark followed on 31 May 1945; to Yugoslavia
on 21 June 1945; and to Czechoslovakia on 27
August. Only residents in Austria and Germany
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would have to wait until 1946 for the first personal
news by mail.
This section illustrates mail destined for
Europe, but focuses on correspondence that failed
to get through. Returned mail resulted primarily
from instructions postal patrons in the U.S. found
confusing for lack of sufficient details. In most
cases collectors can figure out why an individual
piece of mail was returned by turning to Appendix
13.1 at the end of this essay.
Figure 13.12 shows a postal card with paid
reply to Wezep, in Gelderland, a province in the
Netherlands sharing a border with Germany. It
was postmarked 20 May 1945, two weeks after the
end of the war in Europe. The principal city of the
province, Arnhem, was liberated only in April 1945
after Allied forces suffered devastating losses at the
Battle of Arnhem in September 1944. As a result,
initial mail service to the region was delayed until
1 June (PB 18827), more than four months after
service resumed to the Netherland’s first liberated
region.
Figure 13.13 shows an airmail cover to Belgium
returned to the writer following examination of its
contents by a New York based censor. Its postmark
reads 28 November 1944. Attached to the face
of the cover is a RETURN TO SENDER slip from
New York’s Morgan Annex Post Office explaining
the restriction of mail service to Belgium to non-
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Figure 13.12

Postal card with paid reply to
Gelderland province, Netherlands,
postmarked after the end of the
war. The area had just been
liberated in April, so infrastructure
was not in place to permit mail into
the region. Service resumed on 1
June 1945.

Figure 13.13

Airmail letter to Belgium, returned
to sender after censorship at
New York. Resumed service was
limited to non-illustrated post
cards at this time..

illustrated post cards. The directive in PB 18773
documents 23 November 1944 as the start date for
post card service to the entire country. The writer
may have thought all classes of mail could be sent
at this time and that air service surely would hasten
the letter to its destination, Leuven, near Brussels.
In fact, a surface letter would have been turned
back, as well.
The cover in Figure 13.14 bears 85 cents
in postage (50 cents hidden) to pay for airmail
service to Rumania, plus registry service. It
was postmarked at Irvington, New Jersey on 6
December 1944, received in New York the same
day, censored there, and returned to Irvington

on 11 December. This letter had no chance of
getting through on either count. All mail service to
Rumania had been suspended since 11 December
1941 (PB 18343). Post card and surface letter mail
would not restart until 29 March 1945 (PB 18810),
and registered mail a year later, on 30 April 1946
(PB 18922). From a postal perspective, what the
writer had in mind remains a mystery. Historical
events, however, may have informed his thinking.
On 23 August 1944 King Michael announced that
Rumania had accepted an Allied armistice offer,
and after 12 September 1944 the nation joined the
war against Germany and the Axis. Perhaps the
writer thought switching sides sufficed to get the
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Figure 13.14

Airmail letter to Rumania demanding registration service. Postmarked 6 December 1944. Returned to sender
because resumption of service had not yet begun. Although by now Rumania had switched sides and joined
the war against Germany, service would not resume until the following March.

mail through.
The final example of returned mail in this
section shows the distinction P.O.D. made between
non-illustrated and illustrated post cards. Most
directives in The Postal Bulletin used language
specific to non-illustrated post cards, with the ban
of so-called “illustrated” post cards implied. The
directive involving post cards to Germany proved
an exception. The Postal Bulletin of 25 September
1947 (PB 19069) states, in part: “The regular mail
service to all zones of Germany now embraces
the following: (a) Post cards, illustrated or not,
provided they are not of a pro-Fascist or subversive
character.” The privately published picture post
card shown in Figure 13.15, with a photograph of
the Catskill Mountains of New York on the back,
was postmarked 3 April 1946, two days after the
start of non-illustrated post card service to Germany.
Although by now illustrated mail could be sent
to other European countries, resumed service to
Germany was just starting. Therefore, this post
card was returned, and all such mail continued to
be banned for another year and a half.
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COLLECTING RESUMPTION PERIOD
POSTAL HISTORY
The special delivery cover, shown in Figure 13.9,
received a 1 December 1944 postmark, the first
day this service to France became available to
correspondents in the U.S. Would a similar cover
postmarked six months later still be considered a
“resumption of service” cover? Collectors will
have to make their own decisions regarding dates
acceptable for inclusion in a resumed mail service
collection.
My experience has shown that in most cases
difficulty of acquisition increases the closer the
postmark date is to the first day a particular service
resumed. This makes sense because shorter time
spans usually result in less mail being generated.
But such scarcities are not always consistent. I
have numerous examples of non-illustrated post
cards to Germany postmarked within a week of
the 1 April 1946 start date. However, I am yet to
find a registered cover postmarked anytime in 1948
to illustrate the 23 August resumption date I’m
looking for to conclude the story in my exhibit.
The four-plus year period of resumed mail
service to Europe provides collectors with several
avenues for building a collection. The most
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obvious one is to pursue a complete collection of
countries, including the restart of all classes of
mail service. Another possibility is to specialize
in correspondence using only stamps of the Prexie
series, as shown in Figures 13.1, 13.2, 13.6, 13.13,
and 13.15. Another avenue is mail that didn’t get
through and focuses on the markings and return
to sender labels found on most examples, such as
those illustrated in this essay. Two other sub-topics
include transit mail passing through the New York
exchange office, and correspondence documenting
contemporaneous events.
The vast majority of mail to Europe generated
in the Western Hemisphere during the resumption
period passed through the New York exchange
office for eventual onward dispatch by ship or air.
All was subject to examination by New York-based
censors. Thus, transit registration mail markings
and censor identification numbers can be used to
verify this routing.
Figure 13.16 shows an airmail cover from
Chile to Czechoslovakia postmarked 14 May 1945.
A New York based censor (5351) opened the letter.
Because airmail service to Czechoslovakia did not
begin until 27 August 1945, P.O.D. returned it to
Chile after applying a RETURNED TO SENDER
marking. Similar transit mail from all countries in
the Western Hemisphere to Europe awaits collectors
who become familiar with it.
Finally, a resumption of mail service collection
offers an opportunity to document significant

moments during this important historical period.
Although non-illustrated post cards permitted only
brief, personal communications, some of them, in
English or in translation, are poignant. “Finally
we are allowed to send you a postal card.” “I have
thought of you so often the past four years.” “Don’t
let the end of all this mess upset you. Soon the war
will be over and you will be asked to make good for
yourself.”
The up-rated post card in Figure 13.17 contains
a communication between sisters. It has a Camp
Westerbork address, a transit camp in Holland
liberated on 12 April 1945 where earlier, 101,000
Dutch Jews were deported to their deaths in Poland.
It received a 21 May 1945 postmark and a 20 July
receiving postmark at Hooghalen, a town located
near the camp. A postal clerk forwarded the post
card to Rotterdam. The typed message, in English,
reads in part:

“We are happy and grateful to know you

were liberated and very anxious to hear
from you personally. Are there any news
about mother, Ernest or his wife? We will
try everything possible to keep in contact
with you. Hope you heard from Walter to
whom we cabled the good news about you.
Also informed Berta, Alfred and Hugo with
wife and baby. Arthur and I are well and
of course worried about you all. Try again
to reach us with news any way possible at

Figure 13.15

An illustrated post card to
Germany, postmarked 3 April
1946. Only non-illustrated
post cards were authorized at
this time.
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present. Remember we are here to help
you in any way we can. Pray for a detailed
letter from you soon. I cannot tell you what
it meant to have heard you are free and
well. We love you and will pray for you
and thank our God. With the best wishes
and all our love to you all, always your
sister and Arthur.”

Each of the collecting possibilities described
here poses its own collecting challenge. Currently,
scarcity of material remains an element common to
them all. However, this type of mail may not yet
be recognized for what it is. The data presented in
Appendix 13.1 should serve to help bring it into the
light of day and enable collectors to find examples
still hiding in dealers’ boxes, on eBay, and in
auction lots.

Figure 13.16

Transit mail from Chile
to Czechoslovakia
passing through the New
York exchange office.
Postmarked 14 May 1945
before mail service had
resumed. Censored at New
York and returned to sender.

Figure 13.17

Up-rated postal card
addressed to Camp
Westerbork, in The
Netherlands, a transit camp
for Jews deported to their
deaths in Poland. It illustrates
the importance of resumed
mail service to document
important historical events
during the war.
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A NOTE ON THE APPENDICES
Appendix 13.1 provides a table of countries whose
postal relations were suspended with the United
States during World War II. The resumption start
dates for post card, letter, air, and registry and
special delivery mail follow for each country.
Finally, a Postal Bulletin number accompanies
each restart date, which enables collectors to access
a specific bulletin for additional information.
Collectors will also find data on countries in the
Pacific region also affected by suspension of mail
orders. While a discussion of them is beyond the
scope of this essay, any comprehensive collection
or exhibit involving resumption of mail should
include examples from territories and countries that
fell under the control of Japan during World War II.
Although published PMG directives also
included printed matter, parcel post mail and letters
weighing more than two ounces, I have excluded
them from the table. Most restart dates for special
delivery mail were not published as of the end of
1948.
Appendix 13.2 shows maps of Italy, France,
and the Netherlands corresponding to geographic
names found in PMG directives published in The
Postal Bulletin.
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APPENDIX 13.1

Resumption of Post Card and Letter Mail Service, 1944-1948
This table lists the countries having suspended postal service with the U.S. Each lists five classes
of regular mail followed by the initial day of resumed service and Postal Bulletin number of the
issue from which the data were extracted. Services involving printed matter, parcel post, and letter
mail weighing more than two ounces have been excluded from the table. As of the end of 1948 some
services, particularly special delivery, were not yet published.
The Postal Bulletin may be accessed on line at: http://www.uspostalbulletins.com
Albania
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

11/21/1945
11/21/1945
11/21/1945
11/21/1945
00/00/0000

18878
18878
18878
18878
00000

China (including Taiwan)
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

10/19/1945
10/19/1945
10/19/1945
10/19/1945
10/19/1945

18869
18869
18869
18869
18869

Austria
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

01/02/1946
01/02/1946
04/26/1946
08/26/1946
02/12/1947

18887
18887
18921
18958
19006

Czechoslovakia
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

08/27/1945
08/27/1945
08/27/1945
10/29/1945
10/29/1945

18853
18853
18853
18872
18872

Belgium
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Business		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

11/23/1944
02/02/1945
08/17/1945
06/21/1945
02/25/1945
02/25/1945

18773
18794
18850
18834
18799
18799

Denmark
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Business		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

05/31/1945
06/15/1945
08/17/1945
06/21/1945
06/29/1945
06/29/1945

18828
18832
18850
18834
18837
18837

Brunei
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

10/30/1945
10/30/1945
04/12/1946
01/28/1946
00/00/0000

18872
18872
18917
18895
00000

04/09/1945

18813

04/09/1945

18813

Bulgaria
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Business		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

03/29/1945
03/29/1945
08/17/1945
04/22/1946
04/30/1946
00/00/0000

18810
18810
18850
18920
18922
00000

08/17/1945
11/14/1945
04/09/1945

18850
18876
18813

00/00/0000

00000

Burma
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

10/30/1945
10/30/1945
04/12/1946
01/28/1946
00/00/0000

18872
18872
18917
18895
00000

02/16/1945
02/16/1945
08/28/1945
00/00/0000
00/00/0000

18799
18799
18853
00000
00000
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Dodecanese Islands
Non-illustrated post card
18821
Letter mail		
18821
Business		
Airmail		
Registered mail
18876
Special delivery mail
Estonia
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail
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Finland
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

02/16/1945
02/16/1945
07/19/1945
09/18/1945
09/18/1945

France
Non-illustrated post card
09/04/1944
18753, 18757, 18761, 18766, 18804,
18810, 18822, 18853
Letter mail		
11/03/1944
18775, 18804, 18822, 18853
Business		
08/17/1945
Airmail		
06/21/1945
18853
Registered mail
12/01/1944
18853
Special delivery mail
12/01/1944
18853
French Indo-China
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

10/30/1945
10/30/1945
07/31/1946
01/28/1946
00/00/0000

18799
18799
18842
18859
18859
18751
18769
18850
18834
18775
18775

18872
18872
18951
18917
00000

Germany
Non-illustrated post card
04/01/1946
18913
Illustrated post card
09/23/1947
19069
Letter mail		
04/01/1946
18913
Business		
01/02/1947
18992
Airmail		
08/28/1946
18954
Registered mail
03/25/1948
19115
Special delivery mail French Zone
08/04/1948
19156
Special delivery mail American/British Zone
			
08/23/1948
19161
Greece
Non-illustrated post card
18775
Letter mail		
Business		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

11/23/1944

18773

03/06/1945
08/17/1945
10/03/1945
08/03/1945
08/03/1945

18803
18850
18864
18847
18847

Hong Kong
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

10/30/1945
10/30/1945
04/12/1946
01/28/1946
00/00/0000

18872
18872
18917
18895
00000

Hungary
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

11/21/1945
11/21/1945
11/21/1945
11/21/1945
00/00/0000

18878
18878
18878
18878
00000

Italy
Non-illustrated post card
02/16/1944
18736, 18745, 18750, 18767, 18917
Letter mail		
02/16/1944
18736, 18745, 18750, 18917
Business		
08/17/1945
Airmail		
10/03/1945
18872, 18917
Registered mail
12/12/1944
18781, 18796, 18814, 18831, 18842,
18853, 18917
Special delivery mail
00/00/0000
Japan
Non-illustrated post card
International reply card
19002
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Air letters		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

18693
18693
18850
18864
18779
00000

09/10/1946
01/08/1947

18960
18996

01/02/1947
09/05/1947
09/05/1947
02/26/1948
00/00/0000

18992
19062
19062
19109
00000

Korea
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

07/04/1946
07/04/1946
08/15/1947
01/16/1947
00/00/0000

18941
18941
19057
18998
00000

Latvia
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

02/16/1945
02/16/1945
08/28/1945
00/00/0000
00/00/0000

18799
18799
18853
00000
00000
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Lithuania
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

02/16/1945
02/16/1945
08/28/1945
00/00/0000
00/00/0000

18799
18799
18853
00000
00000

Luxembourg
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Business		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

04/19/1945
04/19/1945
08/17/1945
06/21/1945
06/29/1945
06/29/1945

18814
18814
18850
18834
18837
18837

Macao
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

10/30/1945
10/30/1945
04/12/1946
01/28/1946
00/00/0000

18872
18872
18917
18895
00000

Malay States
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

10/30/1945
10/30/1945
04/12/1946
01/28/1946
00/00/0000

18872
18872
18917
18895
00000

Manchuria
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

11/13/1945
11/13/1945
11/13/1945
02/25/1946
00/00/0000

18876
18876
18876
18903
00000

Monaco
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Business		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

10/10/1944
11/07/1944
08/17/1945
06/21/1945
12/01/1944
12/01/1944

18761
18769
18850
18834
18775
18775

01/15/1945

18787

04/17/1945

18815

08/17/1945
06/21/1945
04/30/1945

18850
18834
18819

06/29/1945

18837

Netherlands
Non-illustrated post card
18802, 18815, 18827
Letter mail		
18827
Business		
Airmail
Registered mail
18837
Special delivery mail
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Netherlands Indies
Non-illustrated post card
18942
Letter mail		
18942
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

03/05/1946

18906

03/05/1946

18906

12/05/1945
00/00/0000
00/00/0000

18882
00000
00000

North Borneo
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

10/30/1945
10/30/1945
04/12/1946
01/28/1946
00/00/0000

18872
18872
18917
18895
00000

Norway
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Business		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

05/17/1945
06/15/1945
08/17/1945
06/21/1945
06/29/1945
06/29/1945

18824
18832
18850
18834
18837
18837

01/12/1945

18788

01/12/1945

18788

02/16/1945
08/14/1945
01/12/1945

18798
18849
18788

00/00/0000

00000

02/16/1945

18799

02/16/1945

18799

07/19/1945

18842

10/11/1945
10/11/1945

18866
18866

03/29/1945
03/29/1945
08/17/1945
04/22/1946
04/30/1946
00/00/0000

18810
18810
18850
18920
18922
00000

Philippine Islands
Non-illustrated post card
18809
Letter mail		
18809
Freed POWs/Internees
Airmail		
Registered mail
18849, 18983, 18984
Special delivery mail
Poland
Non-illustrated post card
18853
Letter mail		
18853
Airmail		
18853, 18799
Registered mail
Special delivery mail
Rumania
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Business		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail
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Sarawak
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

10/30/1945
10/30/1945
04/12/1946
01/28/1946
00/00/0000

18872
18872
18917
18895
00000

Thailand (Siam)
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

10/30/1945
10/30/1945
04/12/1946
01/28/1946
00/00/0000

18872
18872
18917
18895
00000

Straits Settlements
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

10/30/1945
10/30/1945
04/12/1946
01/28/1946
00/00/0000

18872
18872
18917
18895
00000

Vatican City State
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

07/12/1944
07/12/1944
10/15/1945
12/12/1944
00/00/0000

18736
18736
18868
18779
00000

Switzerland
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

11/06/1944
11/06/1944
06/21/1945
12/15/1944
12/15/1944

18769
18769
18834
18780
18780

Yugoslavia
Non-illustrated post card
Letter mail		
Airmail		
Registered mail
Special delivery mail

06/21/1945
06/21/1945
10/03/1945
08/22/1945
00/00/0000

18834
18834
18864
18852
00000
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APPENDIX 13.2

Maps of Italy, France, and the Netherlands Corresponding to
Geographic Place Names Listed in The Postal Bulletin

Italy

Sardinia

Brindisi

•

Naples

•

Palermo

•

PB 18693 (16 February 1944)

PB 18703 (16 March 1944)

Rome

• Pescara

PB 18736 (12 July 1944)
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PB 18745 (15 August 1944)
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Grosetto

• Florence

•

PB 18767 (27 October 1944)

PB 18781 (20 December 1944)

Resumption start dates (in parentheses) and principal cities affected by the new service are shown. The Postal
Bulletin may be accessed on line at: http://www.uspostalbulletins.com

• Pesaro

PB 18796 (12 February 1945)

Lucca

•

PB 18814 (19 April 1945)
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Bolzano

•

Venice

PB 18831 (15 June 1945)

PB 18842 (17 July 1945)

• Trieste

PB 18848 (10 August 1945)
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•
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France

Cherbourg

•

LeHavre

•

PB 17651 (5 September 1944)

PB 18753 (12 September 1944)

Paris

Marseille

•

PB 18757 (26 September 1944)

PB 18761 (10 October 1944)
effective 10 October 1944
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• Nantes
• Bordeaux

PB 18761 (10 October 1944)
effective 15 October 1944

Nancy

PB 18804 (9 March 1945)
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•

PB 18766 (27 October 1944)

Strasbourg

PB 18810 (30 March 1945)

•
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The Netherlands

•

Breda
Eindhoven

PB 18787 (15 January 1945)

PB 18802 (2 March 1945)

Amsterdam

•

Willemstad

•

PB 18815 (17 April 1945)

PB 18827 (1 June 1945)
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